A Bigger Bang For The Buck

Bang for the buck is an idiom meaning the worth of one's money or exertion. The phrase originated from the slang usage
of the words "bang" which means " excitement" and "buck" which means "money". Variations of the term include "
bang for your buck," "bang for one's buck," "more bang for the buck," "bigger bang for.Greater value for the amount of
money one is spending. It isn't one of the popular brands, but this high-definition TV will give you a bigger bang for
your buck.Those Chinese fireworks are so cheap. We literally get a bigger bang for our buck. Where did it originate?:
USA. Where is it used?: Worldwide, but overused to .A bigger bang for the buck - the meaning and origin of this
phrase.What's the meaning and origin of the phrase 'More bang for your buck'? was a policy of using nuclear weapons in
any conflict bigger than what they called 'a.more bang for your buck(s) definition: If you get more bang for your
buck(s), you get a better result for the amount of effort or money that you have put into.The United States has put
countering China and Russia, dubbed "revisionist powers," at the center of a new national defense strategy.value for
what one pays (from an allusion to the national defense budget and the destructive power it produces).More bang for
one's buck and bigger bang for one's buck are phrases that originated in the United States. We will examine the meaning
of the phrases more.A Bigger Bang for a Bigger Buck: What China's Changing Attitude Toward UN Peacekeeping Says
About Its Evolving Approach to International.(get) a bigger/better etc bang for your buck meaning, definition, what is
(get) a bigger/better etc bang for your buck: something that gives you a good effect o.Technology leader representation
in the TMT predicts greater levels of firm output over time. . The relationship between technology leader.9 Jul - 2 min Uploaded by Infotainment Have you ever wondered what crazy stories lie underneath the meaning of odd phrases
and.How to get a bigger bang for your eco buck. By James Randerson. CONSERVATIONISTS are wasting money by
running too many of their.PDF There is emerging evidence that the Chief Marketing Officer is likely to surpass the
Chief Information Officer in IT spending. Hence, it is.High quality example sentences with big bang for the buck in
context from reliable sources - Ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better.Series: War and
Peace in the Nuclear Age; Program: Bigger Bang for the Buck, A; Program Number. Title. Strategy for Peace (Part 2 of
2).
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